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The Black Death wiped out tens 
of millions of people in medieval 
Europe between 1347 and 1353. 
“There were people that would’ve 
lost every single person that they 
knew,” Sharon DeWitte, a professor 
of anthropology and anatomy and 
physiology at USC, said. 
The disease is thought to have 
originated in Western Asia before 
being carried by f leas with the 
Yersinia pestis bacterium to Europe 
along trading routes.
DeWitte uses skeletal remains to 
study the health and demographic 
patterns of medieval European 
popu lat ions  before  a nd a f ter 
the Black Death. This skeletal 
in format ion can a l low her to 
determine someone’s gender, how 
old that person was when he or 
she died and, by measuring the 
bones, she can get an idea of how 
tall or short a person was which 
can be indicative of malnutrition or 
disease during childhood.
Today, the bubonic plague kills 
only 2 to 3 percent of af fected 
populations even in the absence 
of antibiotics. For a while, people 
Former USC Dean 
of Engineering Roger 
A. Holmes died Friday 
in Dublin, Ohio. Dr. 
Holmes was 85 years 
old.
A n undergraduate 
alumnus of the Coast 
G u a r d  A c a d e m y , 
H o l m e s  o b t a i n e d 
graduate and doctorate 
d e g r e e s  f r o m  t h e 
Massachusetts Institute 
of  Tech nolog y and 
Purdue Univers it y, 
respectively, following 
an honorable discharge 
f rom the A mer ican 
military. In 1970, he 
c a me  to  C olu mbia 
a s  USC ’s  De a n  o f 
Engineering. He would 
hold  t h at  p o s i t ion 
f o r  s e v e n  y e a r s , 
simultaneously leading 
a NASA working group 
focusing on agricultural 
remote sensing.
In later life, Holmes 
dedicated his time to 
teaching technology 
c l a s s e s  f o r  s e n io r 
c it i z ens  i n  D ubl i n 
and serving as a board 
m e m b e r  f o r  t w o 
charter schools in the 
Columbus, Ohio, area. 
A n 
avid traveler, Holmes 
spent summers with 
family on the beaches 
of the Carolinas.
Holmes is survived 
by, among others, his 
wife of 62 years, Esther 
Bender Holmes, three 
daughter s  a nd  one 
brother.
A  c e l e b r a t i o n 
o f  Hol me s ’  l i f e  i s 
s c he d u le d  f o r  t he 
afternoon of July 16 at 
the Dublin Community 
Center. His family has 
requested t hat  a ny 
memorial contributions 
be  d i rec ted  to  t he 
A m e r i c a n  C a n c e r 
Society.
With the Statehouse adjourned 
for 2017, S.C. legislators lef t 
open-ended a request for state 
funding to support a relocation 
of  t he  School  of  Med ic i ne 
to  a  development  on nor t h 
Bull Street. Speaking for the 
university, associate director of 
public relations Jeff Stensland 
said officials “fully anticipate a 
push next year” for a bill that will 
support the project’s fi nancing.
In preparation for the 2017-
18 fiscal year, USC submitted 
a pair of requests to the S.C. 
Genera l  A ssembly for  one-
t ime appropriat ions, one for 
$25 million for renovation of 
the vacant law school building 
on Main Street and one for $50 
million for the medical school 
relocat ion.  A proposed bi l l 
unveiled by the S.C. House Ways 
and Means Committee in late 
March included only the law 
school project, keeping with a 
statement from Rep. Brian White 
(R-Anderson) that the bill would 
not pay for any new university 
c on s t r uc t ion  pro je c t s .  O n 
May 11, the General Assembly 
adjourned its 16th consecutive 
session without passing a bond 
bill benefi ting higher education.
T he  S t a t e  r e p o r t e d  l a s t 
w e e k  t h a t  U S C  r e c e i v e d 
permission from the State Fiscal 
Accountabi l it y Author it y to 
borrow up to $45 million to go 
through with renovation of the 
vacant Main Street law campus.
A s  t he c u r rent  School  of 
Medicine campus is located on the 
grounds of the Dorn VA Medical 
Center on Garners Ferry Road, 
USC holds an agreement with 
the U.S. Department of Veterans 
Affairs to pay only $1 in annual 
rent. But when the lease expires in 
2030, Stensland said, the property 
will return to market value. 
In a January op-ed for The 
State, USC President Harris 
Pastides noted that expiration of 
the lease would stick USC with 
exorbitant payments for facilities 
that “no longer meet the needs of 
students.” In the piece, Pastides 
noted that the building in which 
the School of Medicine resides 
pre-date the f lu shot and only 
penicillin by four years. 
“So when we say the buildings 
are historic,” Past ides wrote, 
“that’s exactly what we mean.” 
The 2017-18 budget request 
out l in ing plans for the new 
facilities stated that the current 
property requires $75 million 
in renovations, approximately 
$220 per square foot, to keep 
annual maintenance costs from 
ballooning to $8 million within 
the next decade. Given the age of 
the facility, another $75 million 
could be necessary for complete 
system overhauls in the years to 
come.
The request described plans for 
an $80 million medical teaching 
fac i l it y  a nd a  $120 m i l l ion 
building for School of Medicine 
basic sciences, university health 
sciences research and parking. 
The request also forecast the 
creation of 5,500 new jobs and 
an annua l  economic impact 
e s t i m at e d  a t  $18 0  m i l l ion 
coinciding with the facilit ies’ 
construction. Regarding the price 
tag of $200 million, the state 
funding requested for 2017-18 
would have accounted for only 
one-quarter of the project. 
“[I]t’s important to note that 
the bond bill doesn’t equate to 
state approval for specifi c projects, 
but does provide financing for 
them,” Stensland said via email 
correspondence. “So failure of 
the bill to pass does not mean the 
project itself was rejected, only 
we can’t rely on these additional 
resources.”
Though the request state that 
both facilities could be completed 
by 2023, Stensland said a timeline 
for the project is st i l l  to be 
determined as the search for 
funding continues.
Even seasoned tour ist s might ba lk at 
Columbia’s famously hot climate, but USC’s 
freshman orientat ion keeps hotel rooms 
stocked as spring turns to sweltering summer 
in the Midlands.
As local temperatures and humidity levels 
approach three digits and Gamecock home 
games all but dry up for the summer, it can 
seem as though Columbia empties out for the 
year’s middle two months. But as students 
come from far and wide to retrieve their fi rst 
CarolinaCards and spend their fi rst nights on 
campus, freshman orientation not only keeps 
hotels citywide af loat but provides a small 
boost.
Posit ioned just around the corner from 
Hamilton College, the Inn at USC Wyndham 
Garden directly faces the Pendleton Street 
Garage. Reaching campus within seconds is 
a certainty. Thus, the 116-room Inn becomes 
prime real estate for new arrivals each June.
Courtesy of the University of South Carolina
With buildings back dating back to the 1930s, the USC School of Medicine is nearing relocation.
Mike Woodel
@GETHISDOGONETOO
Med school in mind, officials 
optimistic for bond bill in ‘18
Former dean 
dies at 85
Dr. Roger A Holmes
Mike Woodel
@GETHISDOGONETOO
Professor studies pandemic with skeletons
John Warrington / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Sharon DeWitte uses skeletal remains to study the effects of the Black 
Death.
John Warrington
@JMDUBS6
SEEPLAGUEPAGE4
Orientation 
gives hotels 
needed boost
Mike Woodel
@GETHISDOGONETOO
Lisa Falta / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The Inn at USC Wyndham Garden is a popular stop 
for students visiting Columbia for orientation.
SEEHOTELSPAGE4
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“We’re going to lay 
out a discussion draft 
Thursday morning. 
You’ll be able to take a 
look at it.”
- Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) 
announcing Tuesday the publication of the Senate revision 
of the American Health Care Act of 2017
“It’s not like the NCAA 
tournament, I picked up my play. I 
was playing like that all season.”
- Sindarius Thornwell to The State ahead of 
Thursday’s NBA Draft
“Sir, I have 
to tell you 
that I do have 
a fi rearm on 
me.”
- Philando Castile, seconds before 
being shot to death by St. Anthony, 
Minn., police offi cer Jeronimo Yanez 
on July 6, 2016, according to police 
dashcam footage released Tuesday 
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*We price match New, Used and Used Rental textbooks from Amazon, bn.com and local competitors. Online marketplaces and peer-to-peer pricing is ineligible. An online marketplace is 
an e-commerce site where products or services are provided by multiple third parties, vendors, and shops, such as Amazon Marketplace and Barnes & Noble Marketplace. Titles listed on 
Amazon that are not “rented by” or “sold by” Amazon are excluded, as are publisher websites. For more information, see a bookseller for details.
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The Russell House, 1400 Greene Street, Columbia, SC 29208  •  803-777-4160
    /UofSCBookstore        /UofSCBookstore        /UofSCBookstore
Let our booksellers help you get the BEST  
price - reserve all of your textbooks in store
Free in store pickup when you return in the Fall
Plus, get a FREE Cell Phone Photo Lens when  
you reserve your textbooks in store!
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believed that the strain of bacteria 
responsible for this incredible mortality 
rate must be genet ica l ly d if ferent 
from the modern plague. However, 
co l l ab or ator s  o f  DeW it te ’s  h ave 
completely reconstructed the genome 
of 14th-century plague and have found 
that there are no differences that would 
have caused the plague to have such a 
low survivorship.
“ I  t h i n k  w h at  t he  e v idenc e  i s 
suggesting is that the population was 
particularly vulnerable to a new disease,” 
DeWitte said. 
Every summer DeWitte travels to the 
Museum of London where they have 
over 20,000 skeletal remains from the 
Neolithic period through the 1800s. 
Here, she collects data on the age, sex 
and various other pathologies of people 
who died before, during and after the 
Black Death in Europe.
This data allows her to focus her 
research on trends in the health of 
individuals and populations of this era. 
Leading up to the Black Death there 
were shifts in climate patterns and cattle 
diseases that led to food shortages and 
famines across Europe.
“There’s an interact ion bet ween 
famine and infectious disease. People 
that were malnourished were more 
v u lnerable to d isease t hat ex isted 
at the time so when the Black Death 
was introduced ... they didn’t have 
the immune system to fight off a new 
infection,” DeWitte said. 
“I’m becoming increasingly convinced 
in [that] what I’m seeing in terms of 
vulnerabil it y to the Black Death is 
associated with basic inequalities and 
access to resources,” DeWitt added. She 
states that we have parallels in current 
populations in regards to inequalities 
and hopes that her work will motivate 
people to look at these vulnerabilities 
and help to reduce deaths for possible 
epidemics in the future. 
General manager Andrew 
Lucas said that without the 
wave of families traveling to 
USC for orientation, June is 
a relatively slow month. But 
with two orientat ion dates 
arriving each week, the hotel 
stays on track.
“There’s no increase over 
any ot her mont h,” Lucas 
said. “However, without the 
orientation in town, we would 
see probably this being our 
fl oor month.” 
Lucas said the Inn is “pretty 
close” to full for orientation 
dates, with days prior to the 
start of orientation sessions 
(Sundays and Wednesdays) 
often being two of the busiest 
days of the week for check-ins.
But the orientation effect 
reaches far beyond Pendleton 
Street. As executive director 
of Experience Columbia SC, 
Jason Outman keeps track 
of citywide hotel occupancy 
rates and average daily rates of 
reserving a room.
In 2016, Outman said, the 
hotel occupancy rate rose 
to 76.3 percent during the 
weeks of USC’s f reshman 
or ientat ion, 3 percentage 
points h igher than usual. 
Outman added that hotel 
room rates fell during the 
same period, from $141 per 
night to $131. 
“I would say orientat ion 
does affect hotel occupancy 
but not necessarily the hotel 
room rate,” Outman said of 
the data. 
Orientat ion sessions for 
students who will be freshmen 
in fall 2017 are scheduled to 
run through July 27. 
PLAGUEPAGE1 HOTELSPAGE1
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After the release of her debut EP in 2014 and 
subsequent full length album two years later, 
Grace Joyner has made a name for herself as an 
independent artist throughout South Carolina.
The Charleston native 
started pursuing music 
seriously as a sophomore 
i n  co l lege ,  but  her 
mother, who was also a 
musician, introduced 
her to music at an early 
age.
“She always sang 
to us growing up 
and we always 
just had music 
as a part of our 
d a i l y  l i v e s ,” 
Joyner said.
J o y n e r 
performed as 
a  harmony 
s i n g e r  f o r 
a few loca l 
bands before 
u l t i m a t e l y 
focusing 
o n  a 
s o l o 
c a r e e r . 
“Young Fools,” the EP that marked the singer’s 
transition to creating individual content, is 
full of ‘80s synthesizer melodies and languid 
love ballads. On the EP, Joyner explores many 
familiar themes of youth: religion, love and 
desire.
However, with her most recent release, 
“Maybe Sometimes — in C,” there is a noticeable 
shift. The album still contains Joyner’s classic 
gossamer vocals and upbeat piano refrains, but 
the lyrical content has evolved. “Young Fools” 
tells a story of innocence and the perils of love, 
while “Maybe Sometimes — in C” is a defi ant 
ode to self-discovery and understanding.
“I think that [on] the fi rst EP there’s defi nitely 
a couple songs on there that are really valid that 
I still play live, and there are others that I don’t 
regret because they were part of the process, 
but they don’t necessarily mesh with what I am 
trying to go for now,” Joyner said. “I think, just 
like with any artist, I’ve grown and changed 
and become more comfortable as a songwriter 
and more comfortable as a musician, so that has 
infl uenced the way the music has shifted in the 
two projects that we did.”
When Joyner first started the process of 
recording her album, the first few songs she 
brought to producer Ryan Zimmerman were 
in the key of C major. It eventually became a 
running joke and ultimately part of the album’s 
title. “Maybe Sometimes” is a favorite phrase of 
Joyner’s due to its whimsical and noncommittal 
nature.
Joyner moved to Asheville, North Carolina, a 
few years ago as she continued to pursue music, 
but will return to her native city of Charleston in 
the next few weeks.
“I think I left Charleston at a time where I 
felt like it was really good personally to take 
a step away and work more on my individual 
songwrit ing and f inishing up the album. 
Charleston is an amazing place but it can kinda 
get to you after a while sometimes,” Joyner said. 
“I just wanted a little bit of a break, a breather. 
I feel like after that time that I spent away I 
think that now is a perfect time for me to come 
back. I feel really rejuvenated and I feel like I’m 
a stronger person than I was when I left, at least 
I hope so.”
Part of the decision to return to Charleston 
was based on a desire to collaborate with other 
bands or projects.
“There’s just so many good things going on in 
Charleston right now, and I would be regretful 
if I didn’t get to be a part of them,” Joyner said. 
“The group of friends and the community of 
people that are creative and play music that I 
can bounce off of, that is something that is super 
valuable to me.”
In addition to the prospect of collaboration 
with popular Charleston-based bands including 
SUSTO and Brave Baby, Joyner recognized the 
importance of feedback when writing new music.
“Having a second set of ears can really help 
push something along,” she said.
She further explained that it is also diffi cult, 
if not impossible, for her to create a song that 
simply isn’t working.
“If something is not happening, it doesn’t 
mean that it has to happen now. It could be years 
from now that it ends up making sense,” Joyner 
said.
Joyner’s band consists of Nic Jenkins on 
drums, Camille Rhoden on piano and a rotating 
cast of bassists; currently the position is fi lled by 
Brett Nash.
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Renovations for growing Main 
Street district
About twenty years ago, Main 
Street was a quieter place. There 
was little attraction to the area past 
the Statehouse – no farmer’s market 
on Saturday mornings, no cafes and 
no venues for entertainment. 
W it h  t he  a r r iva l  of  some 
of Columbia’s  now-st rongest 
cultural centerpieces, such as 
the Nickelodeon Theatre, the 
Columbia Museum of Art and 
Tapp’s A rt Center, the Main 
Street district underwent a bit of 
a cultural renaissance. This year, 
one of the pioneers of the Main 
Street development, the Columbia 
Museum of Art, started a renovation 
project that will last until the fall 
of 2018, to make the arts more 
accessible to the community.
The museum’s renovations can 
best be broken down into three 
categories: gallery expansion, a 
Main Street entrance and a program 
and events space. Although the 
building itself will not be expanded 
or fundamentally changed in its size 
or footprint, over 15,000 square 
feet are currently being renovated 
to make better use of the space at 
hand. 
The f irst set of renovat ions 
applies to the expansion of the 
gallery on the second floor of the 
museum. While the museum’s 
collections have been growing, their 
galleries struggled to showcase the 
infl ux of modern and contemporary 
artworks. The only space these 
works could fi t was in the fi rst fl oor 
gallery, but this gallery was often 
homing temporary exhibitions.
“That was always something we 
felt like was a bit of a defi cit,” said 
Joelle Ryan-Cook, deputy director 
and director of external affairs. “We 
were missing some really signifi cant 
opportunities to have our audience 
see what modern and contemporary 
collections were like, and there were 
some pieces that people love. So we 
really felt like that gallery expansion 
needed to land there.”
As the second f loor gallery is 
currently being renovated, there are 
no works on exhibition upstairs at 
this time.
The construction of the Main 
Street entrance stems from the 
booming weekend and nightlife 
scene in the Main Street district. As 
the building currently stands, the 
main entrance to the lobby of the 
museum is in Boyd Plaza, accessible 
from Hampton Street. There is a 
small entrance on Main Street to 
the museum’s gift shop, but it does 
not provide direct entrance to the 
lobby.
“When we built and opened the 
building in 1998, Main Street was a 
very different place. In fact, we were 
asked by City and County Council 
to locate a new facility downtown, 
on Main Street, to help anchor 
revitalization of that area of the 
downtown,” Ryan-Cook said.
Since Main Street has now 
evolved into an area that is not just 
business hours only, the museum 
wanted an accommodating entrance 
to keep up with the growth of the 
city.
“We, because of that activity, 
really felt like we needed a door 
on Main Street,” Ryan-Cook said. 
“We will be adding this Main Street 
entrance to help really engage the 
museum with that now walking 
traffi c that’s going past our building 
on a regular basis.”
T he  f i n a l  i n s t a l l a t io n  o f 
rev ita l izat ions w i l l  be a new 
programming space that will allow 
for more educational opportunities 
and events to engage the public. 
This space, added to the second 
f loor, will also be available for 
rentals.
The new Main Street entrance 
will also be able to accommodate 
this new public space. An additional 
entrance will allow event-goers 
to enter the museum and get to 
the public space without adding 
to the foot-traffic of the regular 
museum-goers. This adds a dual-
f unct ional it y to the museum 
– it becomes not just a space to 
showcase art but also a space for 
more programming and interactive 
activities and partnerships.
A l o n g  w i t h  t h e  n e w 
programming space, there will 
also be a new interactive gallery 
on the first floor of the museum. 
The current interactive gallery is 
small and geared mostly toward 
children. However, by observing 
curious patrons throughout time, 
the museum administration noticed 
that it was not just kids who enjoyed 
using this space – adults found it 
entertaining, too. Recognizing 
this, the administration decided 
to  const r uc t  a  l a rger,  more 
comprehensive interactive gallery 
for museum-goers of all ages and 
types.
With any kind of construction 
brings added inconveniences. In 
this instance, the second f loor 
will be unavailable to patrons at 
present until the renovations are 
complete. However, the museum 
administrat ion has recognized 
this and tried to compensate for 
the burden. During the time of 
renovation, all admissions prices 
will be reduced by half, making 
the cost $2.50 for students and 
$6 for general admission. On the 
second Sunday of every month, 
admission to the museum will be 
free, including the featured exhibits.
The museum’s renovations bring 
into question the perceptions and 
future of Columbia. The city is 
often associated with football, a 
large university and the Statehouse 
and associated buildings. And while 
it is true that Gamecock football 
is deeply important to Columbia’s 
culture and that the university 
makes up a large part of the city, 
just as important is the deep artistic 
culture that has surfaced and grown 
further since the advent of the 
Columbia Museum of Art, Richland 
Library, Indie Grits and many more 
organizations. People are noticing 
this, and now Charleston is not 
the only city in South Carolina 
where homeowners are looking to 
purchase a summer home. Perhaps 
the future of Columbia will be one 
that is more multi-faceted than just 
one avenue of entertainment or 
nightlife. The Columbia Museum 
of Art might just be taking a step in 
that direction.
Sarah Nichols
@SCNICHOLS97
As part of the Music Month 
celebration in Columbia, the city 
will part icipate in Make Music 
Day on Wednesday.  Hosted by 
One Columbia, Rice Music House 
and WXRY FM, the event aims 
to celebrate music in all forms and 
hopes to actively encourage the 
general public to participate and 
create their own music.  
Music Month kicked off a few 
weeks ago with First Thursday and 
the WXRY Music Crawl, a free event 
that featured over 30 live acts across a 
two block stretch of Columbia’s Main 
Street. 
Make Music Day is an annual 
event that takes place on the summer 
solst ice in over 750 locat ions 
worldwide. Ashleigh Lancaster, a 
representative from One Columbia, 
noted some of the event highlights.
“There will be a few featured 
events, but the goal of Make Music 
Day is to create as many impromptu 
concerts as possible in our city,” 
Lancaster said. “Coffee shops, 
neighborhood parks and more will be 
hosting local musicians throughout 
the day. The hope is that people 
encounter these impromptu concerts 
over the course of their normal day. 
The idea that you can fi ll a whole city 
with performances like that is really 
exciting. It makes the streets feel so 
alive.”  
In addition to the free pop-up 
concerts throughout the city, Make 
Music Day also allows anyone to 
create music through mass appeals.
“We have 50 free harmonicas to 
give away, we’ll have ukuleles for 
people to borrow and play on site 
and we’ll also be teaching bucket 
drumming,” Lancaster said.
The mass appeals are open to all 
levels of skill and will take place at 
the pocket park at the corner of Main 
and Lady Street from 6 to 7:45 p.m.
Courtesy of the Columbia Museum of Art
Courtesy of  Landon Neil Phillips
Grace Joyner talks new 
music, lyrical evolution, 
potential collaboration
Jenna Schiferl
@JENNASCHIF
Courtesy of One Columbia
Make Music Day returns, 
featuring free pop-up concerts
Jenna Schiferl
@JENNASCHIF
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1. Cook Out
2. El Burrito
3. Harpers Restaurant  
        Columbia
4. Publick House
5. Pawley’s Front Porch
6. Sizzle Bacon Eatery & Pub
7. Andy’s Deli
8. Mr. Friendly’s New  
 Southern Café
9. Sushi Yoshi
10. Village Idiot Pizza & Pub
11. Blue Cactus Café
12. Saluda’s Restaurant
13. Delaney’s Music Pub 
        & Eatery
14. Yesterday’s Restaurant  
 & Tavern
15. Rio’s Pizza & Bagels
16. Groucho’s Original Deli
17. Lucky’s Of Columbia
18. Wafﬂe House
19. Starbucks
20. Chick Fil A
21. Food Lion
22. Town Theater
22. Usc Horseshoe
23. Law School
24. Group Therapy Bar
25. Inn at Usc Wyndham  
 Garden
26. Allen University
27. Benedict College
2025 Gervais Street, Columbia, SC 29204
855.283.6420 | STATIONATFIVEPOINTS.COM
Limited Space 
Available 
ACT NOW!
• Free Tanning
• Study Rooms
    • 24-Hr Business Center
• Gaming Room
• Golf Simulator
• Fire Pit & Grilling Area
• Resort-Style Pool with
Tanning Ledges
• Two-Story Fitness Center
• Steps Away 
from Five Points 
& All Neighboring 
Campuses
• Media Center
• Community Wide 
High-Speed Wi-Fi
• Electronic Building 
Access
• Two-Story Lounge
OPEN HOUSE
JUNE 22 - 24 | 12-5P
THEVILLAGE-COLUMBIA.COM
Plus
GET $500
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“They are super integral to everything 
that happens ...  Not necessarily the EP 
because that was just me but with the last 
album and the album we are recording 
now — the way that we perform the 
songs live, Nic and Camille and Brett or 
Dan whoever is with me on bass, they 
have all been such an important part 
of how a song comes to life, I couldn’t 
do it without them. It’s not just about 
the songs. I hope to shift the concept of 
what this project is more to the group of 
us instead of just me as an individual,” 
Joyner said.
Joyner and the band are currently in 
the midst of production of a new album, 
which is projected for release around 
May 2018.
Grace Joyner and the band are 
performing at New Brookland Tavern 
Thursday along with Those Lavender 
Whales and Valley Maker. The show 
starts at 7:30 pm and tickets can be 
purchased online or at the door.
Ne a r l y  fou r  ye a r s 
ago ,  L orde  re lea sed 
“Pure Heroine” — a raw 
and honest t r ibute to 
teenage years, a palliative 
t reat ment  for  yout h 
who suffered from the 
restlessness of suburbia 
life. Now she has returned 
with “Melodrama,” an 
album soaked to the bone 
with the pains of young 
adulthood. It is medicine 
for a lonely, cracked, 
drowning generation of 
new adults. Four years is 
an amount of time that 
can measure a great deal 
of change in a person’s 
life. Four years is how 
long it takes to get a high 
school diploma or to earn 
a college degree, neither 
of which the pop-star did. 
Because four years is also 
the difference between 16 
and 20, the respective ages 
Lorde was at the release 
of her two albums. And 
she communicates this 
evolution from teenager 
to adult brilliantly.
Where “Pure Heroine” 
was a contained storm 
ce l l  o f  adole s cence , 
“ M e l o d r a m a”  i s  a n 
e x p l o s i o n  o f  a d u l t 
emotion. It documents the 
intense feelings so many 
people experience as they 
mature. For Lorde these 
feelings are accompanied 
— and often amplifi ed — 
by alcohol, late nights and 
human contact.
“ M e l o d r a m a ”  i s 
charac ter ized by t he 
kind of lyrical honesty 
that punches you in the 
stomach a little bit. Some 
of that brutal accuracy is 
buried in the burning pop 
feels of songs like “Green 
L ight ”  a nd  “Per fec t 
Place s ,”  wh ich  were 
released as singles before 
the album dropped. They 
mirror the way that a 
party can’t actually take 
away your deep-seeded 
feelings of isolation and 
sadness; rather, it gives 
the feelings a place to hide 
for a few hours. But Lorde 
isn’t afraid of the dark, 
and she addresses the fl ip-
side of the party scene 
on more solemn tracks. 
“Sober II (Melodrama)” 
is the aftermath of the 
bacchanal; it is the time 
spent cleaning up after 
everyone leaves when 
you wonder if the night 
wa s  rea l ly  wor t h  it . 
“Writer In the Dark” is 
simultaneously the most 
heartbreaking and healing 
track, best l istened to 
alone (and perhaps lying 
on the fl oor).
T he  a lbu m  i s  c o -
p r o d u c e d  b y  J a c k 
A ntonof f who is a lso 
one of the masterminds 
behind Taylor Swif t’s 
“1989” album and who 
has a solo career under the 
name Bleachers. Together, 
Lorde  a nd A ntonof f 
c r a f t e d  M e l o d r a m a 
to be an older,  more 
experienced relative of 
“Pure Heroine.” Lorde’s 
vocals on the sophomore 
album are as unique and 
fresh in today’s music 
scene as they were four 
years ago. The sounds 
maintain a certain level 
of famil iar electronic 
slickness but introduce 
new layers not yet heard 
in Lorde’s work, layers 
that mimic the complex 
emotions conveyed on the 
new album. If you let it, 
Lorde’s new music will 
cut you open and sew you 
back up.
“Pure Heroine” made 
you pause, analyze and 
think. Now “Melodrama” 
is here to make you melt, 
break and feel.
“Melodrama”
Release Date: June 16
Artist: Lorde
Label: Republic Records
Duration: 37 minutes
B
Mattie Hibbs
@TDG_ARTS
Review: Lorde’s second album is 
full of passion, raw emotion
JOYNERPAGE5
Courtesy of Republic Records
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LEASING
SPECIAL
1 CATAWBA CIR, COLUMBIA, SC 29201
$300
$300
      G IFTCARD OR   
       OFF  PER  MONTH
S O M E  R E S T R I C T I O N S  A P P L Y ,  C O N T A C T  R I V E R S  E D G E  F O R  D E T A I L S
$25
Riversedgecs.com @RIVERSEDGE_CS
HUGE PATIO/BALCONIES
BRAND NEW CAMPUS SHUTTLE 
HALF A MILE TO CAMPUS 
FULLY LOADED KITCHENS
UPGRADED V.I.PSUITES
BARK PARK (PET FRIENDLY)
CALL TO SCHEDULE A TOUR
(803) 828 - 0247
$2.7 MILLION IN UPGRADES
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR REQUIREMENTS
Letters to the editor must not 
exceed 300 words. Students 
must include their full name, major 
and year. Faculty and staff must 
include their full name, position and 
department. Community members 
must include their full name and 
appl icable job t i t le. Ver i f iable 
statements of fact must include at 
least one source; if we cannot verify 
a statement of fact, your letter will 
not be published until the writer 
implements necessary changes or 
provides reputable sources for any 
facts in question. Letters are edited 
for clarity, style and grammar.
Email submissions to
opinion@dailygamecock.com
or mail them to 
The Daily Gamecock
1400 Greene Street
Columbia, SC 29225
Isabelle
Carroll
Second-year public 
relations student
Nick
Sembrat
Fourth-year 
international 
business and 
economics student
Trump administration allowing 
for-profit colleges to swindle students
GOP senators voicing complaints 
to AHCA for show, without action
Media 
must 
report on 
terrorism 
responsibly
There’s a panic that is starting 
to spread over the quick uptick in 
terrorism that is occurring in some 
parts of the world. Yes, terrorism 
has been considered a serious threat 
to national security for more than 
a decade. Recently, however, the 
incredible amount of terrorist attacks 
that have been occurring have caused, 
well, terror to reign over several 
countries.
Take England for example. From 
2013 to 2016, only four major 
terrorism attacks took place in the 
country. Compare that number to the 
four major attacks of terror that have 
occurred in England this year already, 
and remember we are only six months 
into 2017. Unfortunately, it seems 
terrorism is a threat to the world that 
is not dying out. In fact, attacks seem 
to be growing in frequency.
So what is to blame for th is 
increase in terrorism? As with all 
things in life, there is not one answer. 
It is infl uenced by multiple different 
things, varying from political policies 
to religious beliefs. Unfortunately, 
most of us don’t have control over 
these things. The only thing we have 
any control over is how we see and 
share these horrifi c events.
I’m talk ing about the media. 
W henever there is any sizable 
terrorist attack, it gets broadcast 
anywhere it can be. Live television, 
news articles, Facebook, Instagram, 
you name it. Wherever people are 
digesting information, it will be 
there. And that is not bad, to an 
extent.
Yes, we should be informed about 
the going-ons in the world, especially 
when it comes to such drastic events 
as terrorist attacks. But we need to 
limit the amount of time and reaction 
we give these heinous acts.
The sad fact of the matter is the 
more distress, anger and attention 
we give terrorism, the more it 
thrives. That is its goal, after all. It is 
called “terrorism” for a reason: The 
intention is to incite terror into all 
peoples of all countries.
I’m not saying that we shouldn’t 
give these crimes any media coverage 
or not have memorials for those who 
lost their lives as a result. However, 
we need to downsize the amount of 
reaction and coverage terrorism gets. 
If we focus more on the memorable 
lives of those who were lost to us and 
less on the terrible act that occurred, 
we will become a stronger, less 
terrifi ed world.
We need to band together in 
strength, not stand slack-jawed in 
fear. By giving all of our attention 
to the killers themselves and not as 
much to those who were lost, we 
give the killer all the power. The 
less attention we pay to them, the 
less they meet their agenda. The 
police will focus on their capture and 
bringing them to justice, we don’t 
need to.
Let’s g ive the power back to 
ourselves.
Every year high school juniors and 
seniors across America make a decision 
about their future. After graduating 
they have the opt ion to join the 
workforce immediately — a choice 
that many people make, frequently for 
economic reasons. Other graduates 
decide to take the next step in education 
and go to college. We decided that by 
going to college, and spending money 
most of us don’t have, that we would 
be rewarded by higher-paying jobs and 
a more fulfilling career. It’s a dream 
that all of us are working towards as we 
accumulate debt.
That made the revelations about 
the aggressive marketing tactics and 
the sell ing of false opportunit ies 
by for-profit colleges all the more 
disheartening. Schools that profi t on 
the dreams of their students but then 
don’t fulfi ll those dreams needed to be 
regulated, and they were. The Obama 
administ rat ion created f inancial 
penalties for colleges that made these 
false promises to their students, many 
of whom had to take out college loans 
to afford the tuition and books.
The Trump administration decided 
to remove this regulation.
Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos 
claimed that the rules set out by the 
Obama administration would be a 
burden on taxpayers. But what is a real 
burden on the taxpayer is paying tens 
of thousands of dollars for an education 
that turns out to be worthless.
There is an argument to be made 
in some cases that regulations are a 
hindrance on business. Governmental 
regulations do cause businesses to work 
harder, and sometimes the burden 
placed on businesses can be too high. 
The case with for-prof it schools, 
however, is not like small businesses 
in other sectors of the economy. Often 
these schools’ main supplier of revenue 
is the federal government itself. Since a 
large proportion of students attending 
these universities are taking out loans, 
the government has a much larger 
impact on them.
The regulat ions created by the 
Obama administration targeted schools 
that were not providing a suitable 
education for their students. The rules 
were not overly burdensome and only 
stood to benefi t those who could fall 
prey to sham schools peddling phony 
degrees.
Taxpayers would have to foot the 
bill if a fake school could no longer run 
under the pressure, but who does the 
Trump administration think paid the 
bills in the fi rst place?
For quite some t ime, there was 
surprisingly little uproar from anyone 
about the fact that the Senate GOP 
has been trying to pass a health care 
bill in the dark. Admittedly, it’s hard to 
generate productive, targeted outrage 
about something you don’t know 
anything about. Still, it’s astonishing 
that Senate Democrats only began 
holding the fl oor in protest on Monday, 
when this process has been going on 
since early May, when Republicans 
rushed through a revised version of the 
American Health Care Act in less than 
24 hours, without Congressional Budget 
Offi ce review, because that would take 
too long, or something.
As it turns out, their bill as it was 
written would take away the health 
insurance of 23 million people, although 
it would save the government $119 
billion. Rich Americans would see 
their taxes fall, but Medicaid would be 
savagely cut, leaving the poor without 
a lifeline to care. Since the CBO score 
came out, three weeks after the bill’s 
initial passage in the House, the Senate 
has had a hold of the AHCA, and is 
ostensibly rewriting it—or at least a very 
small portion of senators are.
A bi l l  t hat af fect s mi l l ions of 
Americans’ lives and a sixth of the 
nation’s GDP has, since that time, 
been in the hands of 13 white, male 
Republicans in the Senate. And they 
have been writing it cloaked in so much 
secrecy that other members of the 
Senate — even other members of the 
Senate GOP — do not know what’s in it.
Democrats are mad. That’s expected.
What’s less expected is the fact that 
Republicans are objecting too. Sen. Lisa 
Murkowski (R-AK) says she doesn’t 
think this is “the best route to go.” Sen. 
Bob Corker (R-TN) said he “would have 
liked this to be a public process.” Sen. 
Rand Paul (R-KY) said, in memorable 
fashion, “I think it’s being written, uh, 
by someone somewhere, but I’m not 
aware of who or where,” and asked NBC 
to send him a copy if they got ahold of 
one. Sen. Mike Lee (R-UT), who is a 
member of the group writing the bill, 
claims even he doesn’t know what’s in it, 
which he is “frustrated” by.
I might commend these Republicans 
for criticizing their own party.
Except that every single senator 
I’ve quoted has the power to put the 
brakes on the bill, and none of them 
are doing it. In fact, they and the 
other Republicans who have expressed 
unease with the lack of transparency 
surrounding the bill really appear to 
just be objecting for show. They know 
that it looks bad to criticize Democrats 
for shutting them and the public out of 
Obamacare and then turn around and 
do worse. So they’re publicly frowning 
on the process, while privately doing 
squat.
The fact is that Democrats can object 
all they want — they don’t have the 
votes to block it, if all the Republicans 
vote for it. Republicans, on the other 
hand, actually do have some power — if 
they don’t like the way the bill is being 
written, they can join the Democrats 
in objecting on the f loor. They can 
withdraw consent for the day’s legislative 
activities to proceed as planned. They 
can vote against the bill, or pledge to 
vote against it unless it’s brought out 
into the light and given hearings.
None of them, so far, have done any of 
those things. Because they don’t really 
disapprove — they’re just trying to 
disclaim responsibility for the secrecy. 
They’re hoping that we’ll forgive them 
when they pass this bill — which only a 
fi fth of Americans want — because they 
faked resistance.
The fact that Mitch McConnell is 
blithely tolerating their rebellion is a 
clue that they aren’t really breaking 
ranks — if he thought their votes were 
in danger he’d be kicking them back 
into line. Instead, he seems happy to 
allow them to pretend to care about 
his increasingly more undemocratic 
legislative gambits. So it’s unlikely that 
any of these righteous objectors have 
come to him, even in private, to take any 
kind of stand on dragging the bill into 
the light of day.
The senators who are ineffectually 
whining about secrecy are exactly as 
guilty as the 13 men writing the bill. 
They simply don’t have the courage of 
their hypocritical convictions.
Watch the Republican senators who 
object and see if they keep falling into 
the party line with their actions. If they 
continue to do nothing, don’t portray 
them as brave independents.
Paint them as the cowards they are.
Linden
Atelsek
Fourth-year 
psychology student
READER REVIEWS • JORGE CHAM
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ACROSS
1 “MasterChef” tools
5 Street shader
8 Very dangerous
13 Maker of Anew 
skin care 
products
14 Have to have
16 Cuban dance
17 Fancy wheels
18 Swimmer who 
medaled at five 
Olympic Games
20 Apparel
22 Exodus peak
???????????????
24 Subjected to 
harsh criticism
26 Turn a different 
color
27 Belgian detective 
played by 
Ustinov, Welles, 
Finney and 
others
28 Knight in shining 
armor
30 Fast Company 
magazine 
competitor
31 Nobelist Bohr
35 Pot promise
36 Soccer deadlock 
breaker
39 “Bad” cholesterol, 
initially
41 Battery-free 
calculators
42 Mama bear, in 
Chihuahua
45 Home to about 
740 million
48 Christmas cupful
50 Fort Myers-to-
????????????
51 Many a Sports 
Illustrated cover 
figure
55 Grazing spot
56 Oohed and __
57 Bottom
58 Suspicious 
????????????????
?????????????????
hidden in 18-,  
24-, 36- and  
51-Across
61 Connected (to)
63 Cook, as 
dumplings
64 “Game of 
Thrones,” for one
65 Architect 
Saarinen
66 Fruity desserts
67 Butterfly catcher
68 “Got it”
DOWN
1 Best bud
2 French city on the 
Rhône
3 Inclined to wander
4 Noisy sleeper
5 Go “pfft”
6 Bare minimum
7 __ badge
8 Three-horse 
vehicle
9 “__ Song”: Taylor 
Swift hit
10 Satellite service 
for road trips
11 “Pretty please?”
12 Furniture wheel
???????????????????
partner
19 Tic __: mints
21 Borough 
bordering 
Yonkers
??? ???????????????
25 Butting heads
29 Go toe-to-toe
32 Stretch in history 
books
33 Research site
??? ????????????????
36 Symphonic rock 
???
37 “Law & Order: 
SVU” actor
38 Power
39 Ambien 
alternative
40 Starry-eyed sort
???????????????????
43 “As I predicted!”
44 What candles 
may signify
45 Volunteer, in a 
way
46 Bible book with 
150 poems
47 Footnote 
shorthand
49 Muscles 
strengthened by 
lunges
52 Cries of 
discovery
53 Showed once 
more
54 Maxim
59 Fast no more
60 Parlor art, for 
short
62 Girl in a forest
6/21/17Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
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Solutions to today’s puzzle
© 2017 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Content Agency. All rights reserved.
Aries
You’re good at solving 
dome s t i c  p rob le m s 
over t he nex t  t h ree 
weeks, with Mercury 
in Cancer. Go f rom 
theoretical to practical. 
You’re especially clever 
today and tomorrow.
Taurus
Bring home the bacon 
t h rough  tomor row. 
Your communications 
and networking skills 
are especially hot, with 
Mercur y in Cancer. 
St udy,  research and 
write your views.
Gemini
You’re more confident 
o v e r  t h i s  S u m m e r 
S o l s t i c e .  Yo u  c a n 
make a bundle over 
t h r e e  w e e k s ,  w i t h 
Mercur y in Cancer. 
Monitor your earnings. 
Communications lead 
to profi ts.
Cancer
Ma ke pr ivate  pla ns 
today and tomorrow. 
Over the next three 
weeks, with Mercury 
i n  C a nc er,  e x pre s s 
your feelings. Discuss 
p e r s o n a l  a i m s  a nd 
ambitions. Speak out.
Leo
Friends help out through 
tomorrow. Allow more 
time for contemplation 
over  t he  nex t  t h ree 
weeks, with Mercury in 
Cancer. Make long-term 
plans. Decide what you 
want.
Virgo
Take charge at work 
t h r ou g h  t omor r ow. 
Confer with your team. 
Group communication 
f lows easier for several 
weeks, with Mercury 
in Cancer. Net work , 
so c i a l i z e  a nd  sh a re 
resources.
Libra
Travel and research fl ow 
well through tomorrow. 
Use  c le ver ne s s  a nd 
w it  to advance your 
career, with Mercury 
in Cancer.  A r ise in 
status comes through 
communications.
Scorpio
M a n a g e  f i n a n c i a l 
accounts over the next 
two days. Expand your 
ter r itor y for severa l 
weeks, with Mercury in 
Cancer. Discuss plans 
and destinations. Do the 
homework.
Sagittarius
C omprom i se  come s 
e a s i e r  t o d a y  a n d 
tomorrow. Track your 
budget c losely,  w it h 
Mercury in Cancer for 
three weeks. Go through 
numbers.  Paper work 
gets profi table.
Capricorn
Nurture your health 
today and tomorrow. 
Par t ner sh ip  f lowers 
o v e r  t h e  n e x t  f e w 
weeks, with Mercury in 
Cancer. Brainstorm and 
converse. What will you 
create?
Aquarius
R e l a x  w i t h  f a m i l y 
and f r iends t hrough 
tomorrow. Expand your 
health and vitality over 
the next three weeks, 
with Mercury in Cancer. 
Practice for strength and 
endurance.
Pisces
Sweet words come easily 
for several weeks, with 
Merc u r y in  Ca ncer. 
Intimate conversation 
f l o w s .  C h a r m  a n d 
express your affection. 
Make your home more 
comfortable through 
tomorrow.
HOROSCOPES
APP
for iPhone and Android
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Love where you stay! 
Experience life the Redtail way!
803 939 9209 leasing@redtailontheriver.com
500 Alexander Road West Columbia, SC29169
www.redtailontheriver.com
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Fr a n k  M a r t i n  gener a l l y 
isn’t one to mince words, and 
that held true in a recent story 
published by CBS Sports, when 
South Carol ina’s head man 
discussed a hot-button topic, the 
role of college basketball when it 
comes to putting players in the 
NBA.
The NBA’s age limit of 19 
and requirement of one year 
after high school graduation 
puts college coaches in a tough 
position, as elite prospects are 
f i ltered through the NCA A 
quickly, as we’ve seen in the 
one-and-done era. In his f ive 
years at South Carolina, Martin 
has only lost one player early to 
the NBA Draft: PJ Dozier, who 
left after his sophomore season 
and is projected as a second-
round pick in Thursday’s draft. 
However, Mart in shares the 
conference with Kentucky’s one-
and-done guru John Calipari, 
who has seemingly perfected his 
system of grabbing elite high 
school talent with the promise 
of  conver t ing player s  into 
lottery picks. Calipari has been 
the revolutionary of the era, as 
14 Kentucky players have been 
selected in the lottery over the 
past seven drafts, and at least 
two, if not three, more should 
join that group this week.
Mart in and Cal ipari were 
both quoted in the CBS article 
supporting the NBA going back 
to the old rules and allowing 
players to be drafted straight 
out of high school, a system 
that ended after the 2005 draft, 
forc ing el ite t a lent s Kev in 
Durant and Greg Oden into 
going to college rather than 
being eligible in 2006.
“I get frustrated with the way 
everything is spun,” Mart in 
said. “Everyone wants to blame 
college basketball, that we’re 
using these kids. They need to 
be mad at the NBA that they 
prevent these kids from going to 
work.”
T h i s  debate  i s  one  t hat 
generally centers around the elite 
high school players, players like 
Karl-Anthony Towns and Ben 
Simmons, which makes sense. 
High ly-touted players who 
skipped college have enjoyed 
success in the NBA, most notably 
LeBron James, Kevin Garnett, 
Trac y  McGrady a nd Kobe 
Bryant. There have been several 
high-profi le fl ops as well, such as 
Jonathan Bender, the fi fth pick in 
1999, or Darius Miles, the third 
pick in 2000. (Who? Exactly.)
A s  M a r t i n  p o i nted  out , 
this doesn’t have to be just a 
discussion for the players who 
could become lottery picks. In 
2005, six high schoolers were 
drafted in the second round, four 
of whom are still in the NBA, 
now having played 12 seasons, 
which is far longer than the 
average career.
“W hoever wants to be in 
college, come on,” Martin said. 
“Whoever wants to be a pro with 
this great D League and all these 
two-way contracts, go. Go. Go. 
They can go and play in front of 
150 people.”
College certainly isn’t for 
everyone, and if players have 
the talent to make an NBA (or 
D-League) roster and make 
money, I don’t see a reason to stop 
them. Even NBA Commissioner 
Adam Silver said on June 1 that 
the current system isn’t working 
for anyone.
A big part of Martin’s point 
is that players who come to 
college should be doing it to play 
basketball and get an education, 
while staying for four years, 
like South Carolina’s Sindarius 
Thornwell. Thornwell is one of 
several players in recent years 
who has dramatically boosted his 
draft stock during his senior year, 
while also earning his degree, 
joining players like Buddy Hield 
and Denzel Valent ine, both 
lottery picks in 2016.
M a r t i n  d i d n ’ t  s u g g e s t 
implementing a system requiring 
college players to stay in school 
for  a l l  fou r  yea r s ,  but  he 
seemed to believe it would be 
in their best interest to do so. 
Requiring it may be a stretch, 
as circumstances can change 
(new coach, fi nancial crisis, etc.), 
but Martin made it clear that he 
believes college basketball isn’t a 
“minor league” for the NBA.
A nd he’s r ight. The NBA 
has its own minor league, the 
D-League... well, the G-League, 
as it will be known next season. 
Regardless, Martin is one of 
several college coaches who 
thinks college basketball’s system 
should be a lot more like baseball, 
and less like football.
In college baseball, players are 
allowed to forgo college and sign 
with a major league organization 
immediately after high school, 
sometimes as young as 17 years 
old, as was the case with Hunter 
Greene, the second pick in last 
week’s MLB Draft. Players can 
go the junior college route as 
well, but if they pick a Division I 
school like South Carolina, there 
is a draft entry age limit of 21, 
which generally keeps players in 
college for at least three years.
Changing the rules would 
actually be good for college 
basketball. Though we would 
never have gotten to see players 
l ike Lonzo Ball or A nthony 
Davis touch a college basketball 
court, the competitiveness of the 
sport would increase if players 
were staying in school. Not only 
would the product improve as 
well, but spending more time in 
college would help turn these 
athletes into better young men, 
better equipped to handle the 
spotlight of the NBA if it comes 
calling.
And that’s Frank Martin’s job 
too.
The biggest negative 
difference for Thornwell 
when compared to Dozier 
comes in at h let ic ism 
and frame. Thornwell 
measured in at 6-foot-3.5 
without shoes at the NBA 
Combine, though he does 
have a massive 6-foot-10 
wingspan. With average 
athleticism and leaping 
ability, Thornwell doesn’t 
f it the mold for what 
some teams are looking 
for in the modern NBA. 
Also, soon to turn 23, 
Thornwell is one of the 
oldest prospects in the 
draft, nearly four years 
older than some of the 
projected lottery picks. 
Projections: Thornwell 
i s  m o s t  c o m m o n l y 
regarded in the mid-to-
late second round range, 
ranging from the 48th 
to 58th picks. Sports 
Illustrated does not have 
Thornwell as one of the 
60 players selected, while 
Bleacher Report predicts 
him to sneak into the back 
end of the first round, 
taken by the Brooklyn 
Nets with the 27th pick.
PJ Dozier
Strengths: Physically, 
Dozier is exactly what 
NBA scouts are looking 
for. Measured just under 
6-foot-7 with shoes at 
the NBA Combine, the 
20-year-old has a 6-foot-
11 wingspan and a 39-inch 
max vertical. His length 
a nd at h let ic i sm g ive 
him defensive versatility 
despite his narrow frame. 
His wingspan helped him 
snag a lot of loose balls, 
as he recorded 1.7 steals 
per game as a sophomore, 
while averaging just 29.1 
minutes.
Offensively, Dozier is 
shifty in the open floor 
in t ransit ion, though 
he st ruggles more in 
halfcourt sets. His length 
m a ke s  h i m a  t h reat 
a rou nd t he r im,  and 
his shot rarely gets 
blocked because of 
his high release. Dozier 
also uses his length well 
on the glass, averaging 4.9 
rebounds per contest last 
season. 
Dozier has the ball-
handling potent ial to 
work as a backup point 
guard in the NBA, but 
his size allows him to play 
on the wing, potentially 
even at small forward. 
His slashing and fi nishing 
ability coupled with his 
build make him a near 
lock to hear his name 
called Thursday.
Weaknesses: There’s 
an obvious weakness in 
Dozier’s game: shooting. 
The Columbia nat ive 
hit 29.5 percent of his 
three-point attempts last 
season, leaving something 
to be desired, despite 
improving significantly 
from his freshman year. 
H e  w i n d s  u p  w h e n 
shooting from the three-
point line, leading to a 
slow, varying release. The 
struggles translate to the 
free throw line as well, 
where Dozier has been 
unreliable, convert ing 
less than 60 percent of the 
time. 
His other weaknesses 
on of fense wil l l ikely 
keep him on the wing, 
as Dozier struggled to 
create offense in halfcourt 
sets at South Carolina, 
and his decision-making 
was suspect at t imes, 
giving him a 1.27 assist-
to-turnover rat io as a 
sophomore, after racking 
up more turnovers than 
assists in his fi rst season in 
Columbia. 
Project ions: Dozier 
had fi rst round buzz after 
the NCAA Tournament 
and was projected at No. 
26 within the last three 
weeks by Bleacher Report, 
but an early select ion 
doe sn’t  s eem l i ke ly. 
Dozier is projected in the 
50s by most draft sites 
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After setting all sorts of program records during a magical Final 
Four run, Sindarius Thornwell and PJ Dozier have one last chance 
to etch their name into the Gamecocks’ history books.
Both guards are looking to become the fi rst USC player drafted 
since Renaldo Baulkman was selected in the fi rst round back in 
2006. While neither is expected to be a fi rst-rounder, both are likely 
to hear their names called Thursday night thanks to their breakout 
seasons. 
Let’s take a look at the strengths and weaknesses of each player, as 
well as some projections of their potential draft position.
Sindarius Thornwell
Strengths: Thornwell was clearly the most important player 
on the fl oor for the Gamecocks last season, as was evident when 
the team went 3-3 in non-conference play during his six-game 
suspension. His offensive productivity was eye-popping, but his 
most translatable skill is his defense, as a rookie guard certainly 
won’t have a 29.5 percent usage rate, as Thornwell did last season.
Defensively, however, Thornwell was generally tasked with 
guarding the opponent’s best scorer, as he did throughout the 
NCAA Tournament, shutting down elite offensive players such as 
Duke’s Luke Kennard. The Lancaster native showed his versatility 
in guarding all fi ve positions, and he should be able to guard two 
through four in the NBA.
Maturity also seems to be a strength for Thornwell, who told 
teams at the NBA Combine that he understands that he’ll be making 
a transition from a star to a role player. Despite documented off-
the-court issues (a May 2016 marijuana arrest and 
the mysterious six-game suspension), Thornwell 
had a scholarship named in his honor at South 
Carolina that will be given to a player who best 
represents his character and toughness. 
Weaknesses: Despite converting just a shade under 40 percent 
of his three-point attempts as a senior, Thornwell was a relatively 
average shooter at best during his fi rst three seasons. Several scouts 
say his jumpshot release is a tad slow, which could cause problems 
when coupled with his shot’s fl at trajectory. His offensive game often 
relied on straight-line charges at the rim, which likely won’t be as 
effective against bigger, stronger players in the NBA.
In a list published on ESPN Tuesday, Edward 
Aschoff rated South Carolina’s trio of Deebo Samuel, 
Bryan Edwards and Hayden Hurst as the best in the 
SEC for the 2017 season.
Samuel, last year’s team leader in receptions (59) 
and yards (783), was used all over the fi eld, working 
as a receiver, ball-carrier, return man and even a 
passer on a trick play, where he threw a touchdown to 
Edwards. The redshirt junior is expected to be a Swiss 
army knife for the Gamecocks yet again in 2017, and 
coaches hope he can stay healthy for an entire season, 
something he’s yet to do in Columbia.
Edwards broke onto the scene during his fi rst game 
in the garnet and black, surpassing 100 yards in the 
2016 season opener. Heading into his sophomore year, 
Edwards is a sure-fi re starter on the outside, and he’s 
built strong chemistry with sophomore quarterback 
Jake Bentley after finishing last season with 590 
receiving yards.
Hurst, who Aschoff said has potential to be the 
SEC’s top tight end, was named a team captain in his 
fi rst season as a starter in 2016. The former minor 
league baseball player set several program records for 
tight end production, finishing the season with 48 
catches for 616 yards.
The three standouts are part of a South Carolina 
offense that returns 10 starters, in addition to bringing 
in the top two in-state prospects from the 2017 
recruiting class in wide receivers OrTre Smith and 
Shi Smith.
Adam Orfi nger
@AORFINGER
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SIN, PJ
TO NBA?
Thornwell, Dozier projected in 
second round of Thursday’s draft
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